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A quarterly motor insurance
“savings index” by

THE SAVINGS VARIABLE
The Premium Drivers index reveals the monthly percentage

It highlights cyclical trends and allows comparethemarket.com

difference – or the “savings variable”– between the cheapest

to make statistics-driven predictions on the future direction of

and average quotes across all age groups.

the motor insurance market.

This is tracked throughout the year and compared quarter

If the difference between the cheapest and the average price

on quarter. The “savings variable” tells us about current

is narrowing, it suggests competition may be improving; if the

and historic prices, it also provides insight into the motor

price disparities are widening, then it suggests competition

insurance sector.

may be weakening.

Key Statistics
• Quarterly savings variable rises to 15.55%, up from 15.45% last quarter
• The savings variable has been falling steadily since Q3 2017 when it reached a high of 17.27%
• comparethemarket.com expects the difference to expand again next quarter, as insurance pricing is seasonal

The latest Premium Drivers report

The savings variable was flat across

However, motor insurance pricing tends

has found that the savings variable

the quarter, jumping between

to be seasonal and the cost of policies

in Q4 (September – November 2018)

15.43%, 15.47% and 15.76% between

often rises towards the end of the year.

has expanded over the past three

September and November.

We expect the savings variable to fall

months to 15.55%, up from 15.45%

again next quarter, as it has done in

last quarter. The savings variable has

The uptick in the savings variable this

all but one first quarter results, since

been falling steadily since Q3 2017

quarter, after a year of declines, may

records began.

when it reached a high of 17.27%.

raise concerns that premiums are
once again on the rise. This would

Despite some downward pressure on

The greatest percentage difference

likely hit motorists’ wallets as a

prices, the fact remains that drivers are

recorded by Premium Drivers data

widening gap suggests a lower level

still paying hundreds of pounds more for

between the cheapest and average

of competition amongst providers,

their car insurance than several years

premiums was in Q4 2016, when the

which may lead to higher prices as

ago. This price difference is exacerbated

spread reached 17.72%, suggesting

insurers are under less pressure to win

for drivers who fail to shop around, as

drivers who did not shop around for

customers with lower prices.

renewal prices tend to be significantly
more expensive.

their motor insurance were missing
out on considerable savings.
Over the past two years, the savings
variable has narrowed, suggesting
the market is now more competitive,
but this quarter’s figure is still
significantly higher than in the
second quarter of 2013 when it
reached its lowest recorded point
of 15.10%.
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Savings variable across all age groups year on year November 2017 – November 2018:
Month

Savings variable

An analysis of the difference between the

November 17

16.97%

December 17

17.25%

cheapest and average premiums intends to
show the competition levels in the motor

January 18

16.62%

February 18

16.33%

March 18

16.18%

April 18

16.33%

May 18

15.91%

June 18

15.34%

July 18

15.53%

August 18

15.47%

September 18

15.43%

October 18

15.47%

November 18

15.76%

insurance market, and whether this is reflected
in higher or lower premiums. Our latest data
shows that the gap between the two has
remained fairly flat over the quarter and is still
one of the lowest since records began in 2012.
However, that is not to say that premiums
overall are getting cheaper. The margin
between the cheapest and average premiums
may have narrowed over the past 12 months,
but this will be cold comfort for motorists if
insurance is becoming more expensive across
the board.
Dan Hutson, Head of Motor Insurance at comparethemarket.com
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WHAT IS THE COST?
Key Statistics
• Quarterly average premium rises to £744, up from £732 in the previous quarter
• Cheapest average premium available has also risen to £628, from £618 last quarter
• Quarterly cost difference between cheapest and average premiums hits £115
• Slight uptick in insurance costs in part due to seasonal variations in pricing, but average premiums remain near all-time highs.

The average car insurance premium

The cheapest premiums available on

difference of £181 compared to

in Q4 2018 rose marginally over the

the market have held flat over the past

today’s levels.

last quarter and now stands at £744

year at £628 – a rise of only £9 over

– an increase of £12 compared to the

the past three months and a decrease

Shopping around remains the most

previous quarter’s £732. Premiums

of 41p since the same time a year ago.

effective way to save money on car
insurance. The difference between the

rose by over £33 over the past three
months, from £727 in September to

Over the past five years, however, the

cheapest and average premiums stood

£744 in October, before reaching £761 in

cheapest premiums available have also

at £116 in Q4 2018. For motorists aged

November. Premiums have historically

become significantly more expensive.

17-24, the price differential is even

risen in the last three months of the

The average cheapest premium

higher. The average young driver now

year before falling again in January and

available to drivers in Premium

pays an average of £1,520 but stands

February, as insurers compete to win

Drivers records was £447 in Q3 2014, a

to save £324 by comparing providers.

new customers in the New Year.
This quarter’s numbers display these
same seasonal characteristics. The
small fluctuations between monthly
premiums over the past 12 months
indicate no meaningful change in either
the upwards or downwards direction.
The average car insurance premium in
November 2017 was £767, only slightly
higher than £761 in November 2018.
That is not to say that the era of high
motor insurance premiums is necessarily
coming to an end. The average premium
has risen by 41% since its lowest point
in Q3 2013, when it stood at £526.
This means that motorists are paying
an average of £217 more for their car
insurance today than they were five
years ago. Over the year, premiums have
fallen only £13 since their peak in Q4

Motor insurance is still a significant expense for British
motorists. Prices have fallen slightly over the past 12
months but drivers are still paying hundreds of pounds
more to insure their vehicle than they were three, or even
five years ago. However, the potential saving of £116
gives motorists some hope this New Year. As premiums
have risen, so too have the potential savings to be made.
The only way to mitigate these rises and encourage
competition amongst providers is for consumers to shop
around every year.
The spiralling cost of insurance, is thanks in part to
hikes to Insurance Premium Tax which has doubled from
6% to 12% since 2015. This is a costly tax, passed on to
customers by insurers, and disproportionately hits young
people who already pay, on average, over £1,000 to
insure their vehicle and stay on the road. We are urging
the government to redress the balance and scrap, or cap,
IPT for young drivers.

2017 when they reached their highest
price on record at £757.

Dan Hutson, Head of Motor Insurance at comparethemarket.com
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2019: THE YEAR OF THE ECO-CONSCIOUS DRIVER
Key Statistics
• 84% of drivers are becoming more conscious of their environmental impact
• Environmental factors have become top priority for potential car buyers
• Drivers are actively taking steps to minimise their environmental impact

2019 is set to be the year of the eco-

Generally, the overwhelming majority

conscious driver, as environmental

of drivers are more conscious of their

factors become the second most

environmental impact than they were

important to prospective car buyers,

five years ago. This has translated into

behind only price. New figures from

action, with many taking clear

comparethemarket.com show that 25%

steps to reduce the impact of their

of people have environmental factors

driving on the environment in 2019.

such as fuel, carbon efficiency and

53% of people said that they would

alternative fuel as the most important

avoid taking unnecessary car journeys

factor for them when buying a car. With

and 48% said that they will avoid

24% of people potentially looking to

unnecessary acceleration or heavy

buy a car in 2019, this could result in

braking to minimise emissions.

a significant increase in the volume of
electric and hybrid cars in the New Year.

The drive to becoming greener is also
encouraging many drivers to ditch their

By contrast, when asked about buying

cars entirely, with 36% of people saying

their first car, only 7% of people said

that they will take public transport, walk

they considered environmental factors

or cycle instead of driving to be more

a top priority.

eco conscious.

From David Attenborough’s advocacy on plastic, to the rise of environmentally aware
eating habits, the issue of climate change and the environment is at the forefront of public
consciousness. These statistics are hugely encouraging in showing how this is translating to
people’s driving habits as well. 2019 could well be the year of the eco-conscious driver.
Whilst it’s positive to see that environmental concerns have risen up the ranks of the key
considerations and priorities for consumers, one of the key barriers to greater adoption of
greener cars, such as hybrid and electric vehicles, has always been cost. The government’s
recent decision to scrap the financial incentives available to people looking to purchase a
hybrid or electric vehicle adds to this issue, so comparethemarket.com is calling upon the
government to reinstate these grants and subsidies to really incentivise people to make
greener choices when buying their next car.
Dan Hutson, Head of Motor Insurance at comparethemarket.com
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Methodology
All data, other than that referenced

customer, where a consumer has clicked

Premium Drivers calculates the cost

in the footnotes, is sourced from

through to buy. Buying from the top five

of premiums where the customer has

comparethemarket.com.

cheapest prices presented represents

clicked through to buy the policy. If

90% of all car insurance sales. When the

the average premium cost was instead

When the “average price” is referred

“cheapest price” is referred to, this is the

calculated on the basis of all prices

to, this is the mean average of the top

average cheapest price presented, where

returned then the average cost would be

five cheapest prices presented to a

a customer has clicked through to buy.

significantly higher.
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